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        “Prepares a student to fly out & accomplish their mission in life” 
 

Overview 

We welcome you with open mind we welcome you with open arms we welcome you with kindness because we know who are you. You are 

our guest but for a little movement and next you will be our closest friend ever. We will celebrate together we dance together and enjoy with 

the with the happiness of  togetherness. Shri G- International, a co-educational English Medium school, with ICSE Affiliation endeavors 

knowledge not only in the curricular but also co-curricular activities and also excelling a child so that he or she never has to compromise with 

their future. 

 

Vision 

To serve the students by imparting quality and holistic education, synergizing their individualistic potentials with academic excellence and 

developing them into socially, ethically & morally responsible citizen of tomorrow. The Methodology is unique and stands out on the strength 

of its core beliefs, values and approach  

 

                   



“A child believe anything is possible, we believe they should never 

stop thinking that way” 
The Intelli – Genext Kids 

Are you afraid about your child?   

Don’t be worry about that they will be fine because they are here in SHRI - G INTERNATIONAL. We are provide best. Our intelli – fresh 

staff provides activities and enjoyfull games. Our infrastraction describe the quality and quantity of knowledge we have. 

Not only this, we make learn that fear is just an imagination you have but happiness is a true content life has. and even  we have some dynamic 

activities  which our friendly teachers provides and as an outcomes our children  be ready for life challenges and globally known person and 

receive the ownering word like – the great or the one who never die . 

Motto 

We at Shri G, think of education as the means of developing our greatest abilities because in each one of us there is a hope & dream so here we 

motivate the individual to convert their dreams into reality. 

We want the child should excel in every field & so we focus on Total Quality Management & believe that “ 10 times learning is equal to 1 

time watching.Until a child is not familiar with the topic, he or she will never be able to understand it. We are working today for creating 

future globalists. 

Education is not just about the subjects that we learnt & taught in school. Becoming educated is not restricted to being in school or gathering 

certificates. It is a lifelong exercise that can be unbelievably exciting if only we wish to jump onto the train of experience. We all are on the 

same page : children , teachers & parents have to understand that education is not restricted to lessons taught in the classrooms from text 

books. The thirst for knowledge is not restricted to the child but it is also essential for a parent & a teacher to keep on adding to their own 

knowledge by keeping their eyes & ears open. 

 



Thinker…Innovator…Leader… 

 

Education  

Education for us is to kindle & nurture in each student the curiosity to exposure, experiment and learn. Technological advancement today has 

augmented the nature & extend of exposure for our children .It forces them to deal with a far more challenging, demanding & competitive 

environment than we ever faced.  

Therefore for us education is not only knowledge acquired from books but to impart skill sets by providing an engaging and enriching 

curriculum and also by inducting multi-dimensional activities that enhance the student’s intellectual and physical agility to adapt in diverse 

environment. We encourage and guide the child to balance & face the success and failure with courage and determination.  

The effort is to create dedicated & engaged learners who become creative fountainheads with expert mentoring from caring teachers and 

educators in partnership with supportive parents. Children are our assets and we have a liability of rendering knowledge sincerity and 

achieving ability to our students. 

Library  

A library is not just a place but a source to impart knowledge & a place where the divine curiosity of students is at work. The library contains a 

well-defined set of approx. 2500 books including story books, fiction, novels, biographies, encyclopedia & an exhaustive reference section to 

expose the students to a world of exposure, students to a world of imagination & fascinating facts especially arranged keeping in mind the need 

of students. The school library regularly subscribes to various periodicals, journals & newspapers. 



TODAY’S LEARNER, TOMORROW’S LEADER 

 

Infrastructure 

 

The state of art infrastructure is a reflection of the vision of the school. It is a result of meticulous planning and is created to fulfill the promise 

of creating a nurturing environment. 

 

1) Well-equipped classrooms 

2) State of Art, Computer, Physics, Chemistry, Biology and Mathematics laboratories. 

3) Multipurpose Auditorium 

4) Activity Rooms for Dance, Art, Music & Drama. 

5) Toddler’s Playrea                                                                                                      

6) Jungle safari 

7) Desert S afari                                                                  

8) Open air theater 

9) Amphitheater 

10) Indoor /Outdoor Sports Courts      

                                  



Rattafication is banned 

 

Rattafication is banned because it is like polythens as polythens harm environment and rattafication harms minds. study is for study but tech is for everyone 

.so lets begin with tech and ends with top of the world. 

Practical education  

We are not giving education to the children in class only. We are providing them education practically. We are providing new methods to understand the 

things which they are studying  . We take children to computer and science labs and performing practical activities so that students understands more about 

their topics. 

Latest technology  

We are giving the children the power pack sessions so, that students are updated and having the knowledge to answers any questions. Students can have 

their Role Model by the videos delivered by us .students inspire from famous personalities and there struggle to work hard. In power packs student can 

improve their English skills, by watching English videos. We are taking exams like power point presentation (PPT), listening, understanding, explaining 

(LUE) , Case study etc. We are providing international language hat is French.  

Smart Interactive Classes 

To make the learning process more easily we have include Interactive Classes in our curriculum so that children learn more precisely and 

properly. These are enjoyable teaching techniques especially designed by highly trained and well known world class professionals. Our school 

not only teaches them to understand these topics but also to explain them to encourage and motivate themselves for their total development 

which is the basic aim of the school. 

Breath English  

English is just a language but it  can even change wondirs .we always ready a child to be globally know step towards  this advantages of 

enhances decision making ,enhances the ability to multi task etc.and that,s what we want as our outcome.we starts with negative and turn it 

into positive.we never used to have right decisions but we turn decisions into right. 

 



 

“You can teach a student a lesson for a day; but if can teach him to learn by 

creating curiosity; they will continue to learn & understand everything” 

Sand Pit 

The Tiny Tods enjoy at the Sand pits with swings , slides & not only enjoyment but it also develops the Fine Motor Skills in children by 

allowing them t make a castle or small things out f mud. 

 

Sports 

“A healthy body lives in a healthy mind.”There are numerous facilities available for sports. The professionals train the students & further the 

students are given an opportunity to nurture their talent. Efforts to deliver competition grade sporting are being encouraged here. Awareness 

about health is also a key subject that is extensively dwelt upon on a regular basis. 

Splash Pool  Indoor Badminton  Lawn Tennis   Basketball  Throw ball  Netball 

Mini Football  Skating    Swimming    Archery  Turn Ball  Pickel bal  

             



       “Empowering Education: For better Tomorrow” 

Academics 
Shri G believes in imparting an educational experience i.e. World class in every respect and which prepares children for global citizenship. We 

are a school with an Indian soul & mind. Here the curriculum we follow focuses on all directions. 

 

Kindergarten Programme 

 

If children are motivated during the formative years of learning to think beyond what they are taught, they discover a new dimension of 

learning. In Shri G the curriculum aims to explore interests, promote creativity, curiosity, determination & independence among children. The 

main objective at this level is to facilitate students to express themselves through a wide range of performing & visual art activities. 

 

Middle School Programme 

 It is structured to meet children’s varied intellectual and development needs. The programme aims at developing skills related to writing, 

reflecting, critical thinking, public speaking, fostering initiative among students and a desire to acquire knowledge. 

 Projects showcase the knowledge and skills acquired by students in various subjects, and serves as a concrete step towards developing inter 

disciplinary approaches in later years. Field trips and excursions aid in developing social skills and in raising awareness about the world. 

Primary Programme 

The school focuses on learning of basic academic skills & concepts in various subjects. Apart from the scholastic programme, a well- 

structured programme is developed to promote artistic, linguistic, health, wellness & emotional development of students. Art, drama & public 

speaking are important components of the programme.  

The core subjects are emphasized & the curriculum is enriched with a Trans disciplinary process that prepares young students to be self-

confident. The wide range of curricular & co-curricular opportunities offered helps instill in children confidence & discipline. Field trips, 

projects and presentations provide experimental learning opportunities. 



“Listening is an Art.” 
To make a student creative & innovative we inculcate other things as a part of learning. 

LUE 

We all know that we learn something only when we listen it. So LUE Stands for this only     

 

       LISTEN     Understand     Explain 

 

 

Everyone can be good speaker but to be good listener demands patience, curiosity and a peaceful mind. In Shri G we work on it by showing 

students videos or make them listen an audio & then ask the students to explain what they have understood in their own words. Through this 

activity we target on student’s grasping power & critical thinking to explain the topic in their own words. As we all know any competitive 

exams like IELTS etc work on five modules i.e. Listening, Reading, Writing, Speaking & Understanding. This activity helps the student to 

enhance their personality and them outspoken. 

RCE 

“You can teach a student a lesson for a day; but if can teach him to learn by creating curiosity; they will continue to learn & understand 

everything” So here in Shri G we follow the same concept. 

RCE stands for Ranchhod Das Chanchad Examination i.e. the practical learning.The name was inspired by the movie 3 Idiots in which Aamir 

Khan played the role of innovator and showed the different concepts of education life & make people understand that learning can be done by 

its best only by doing it practically .In this we don’t force the student to learn the things given in book instead taught the way which they find 

easy & understand. Generally Education System focuses on theory but in this program students learn things by doing it practically. This is 

conducted from primary to higher sections and the activities are to be done according to their syllabus.RCE gives a student a better vision to 

understand the word in a different perspective. 



“We make Entrepreneurs from the very Beginning” 

Business Plan  

Shri G wants to make the students be the Leaders not the Followers & even in this competitive World every parent has a Dream that their 

children should established themselves successfully in their life. Shri G took initiative to make entrepreneurs not the workers so under this 

concept every child is encouraged to make his own business plan which help them to understand all the skills needed to start the business & 

when they present it in front of everyone in school they became confident & learn the Presentation Skills. 

 

Public Exposure 

The children are given Public Exposures in terms of Guest Lectures, Field trips, Night Outs, Junior RJ etc. It brings in Confidence, Leadership 

quality, develops Listening, Reading and Writing skills, Speech effectiveness, fluency and developed vocabulary. 

Knowledge Sharing Sessions: The teachings of our school are spreading colors in the world but we do not stop to rest at any part of our life. 

We work harder to make our children’s compete with the World. We invite world known top level lecturers to impart extra knowledge about 

different fields which is very beneficial for students. Our children get knowledge regarding various topics with the help of technologies like 

video conferencing.  

                    

           



                                                       “Inspirations make us fly high” 

 

Power Packed Sessions 

We run a fully fleshed session in our school which aims at the activities which are other than curricular ones. In this we work on basic 

concepts, building their confidence & able to face the crowd. We work extensively to build their inner capabilities so that they will be able to 

face the challenges in future. Today’s education needs to be expanded, elaborated, enhanced and enforced practically. Others see the present of 

your child & plan for the future but there in our school for the better future of your child we plan their present. 

 

Role Model  

Students often don’t like to listen something but they like to imitate others. We motivate the students to come in the get up of their famous 

Role Models and share their struggles & achievements in life. We here in Shri G believe one should always have a Role Model in life from 

which they can learn something from them & strive towards achieving success. 

 

               



                                        Icse Alumni 

 

                  
Sania Mirza (Tannis Player)                  Abhinav Singh Bindra 

                       
Ratan Naval Tata      Ruskin Bond  

 

Padma Shri,  

Padma bhushan,  

Rajiv Gandhi khel 

ratna, 

 Arjuna awardee. 

An Indian shooter and a 

world Olympic champion. 

Bindra did India proud by 

winning the first ever 

individual gold medal in the 

10 m air rifle shooting at 

the 2008 Beijing Olympic 

Games. 

Chairman emeritus of 

Tata sons, Padma 

bhushan, Padma 

vibhushan awardee. 

An iconic figure among 

Indian writers and 

children’s authors and is a 

top novelist. The Indian 

council for child education 

recognized his pioneering 

role in the growth of 

children’s literature in India 

and awarded him the 

sahitya akademi award in 

1992 given by the sahitya 

akademi, Indian national 

academy of literature.      



Icse Alumni 

 

                           
Sunil Bharti Mittal                 Rahul Bajaj 

                                                            

Nargis Dutt       and many more….. 

Entrepreneur, the 

founder chairman and 

CEO of bharti 

enterprises, Padma 

bhushan awardee.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Padma bhushan 

(2001), industrialist, 

chairman of the Bajaj 

group, built Bajaj auto 

to global leadership 

among motorcycle, 

scooter and auto 

rickshaw 

manufactures. 

Born Fatima Rashid but 

known known by the 

screen name, Nargis was 

an Indian film actress. 

She is widely regarded 

as one of the greatest 

actresses in the history 

of Hindi cinema. 
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